Of particular importance in the production of electronic devices are composite materials, development of which is one of the leading challenges of modern materials science. The emergence of new composite materials with improved operational physical-mechanical properties will contribute to the creation of new technologies in aviation, space, shipbuilding, energy, electronic industries, machine building and transport. Among the composite materials, important place is occupied by the structures with foreign inclusions, which are widely used in the designs of sophisticated electronic systems, in particular, in the integrated sensors for monitoring temperature and humidity, light-emitting elements for dynamic light emitting diode lightening, selective optical filters, etc. Since the indicated structures are in a wide temperature range, then their high operational parameters predetermine the need for the examination and solution of nonlinear problems, due to the dependence of thermal-physical parameters of materials on the temperature of structures and conditions of heat exchange, on the temperature of their surfaces, because calculations of temperature fields, based
on the linear mathematical models of processes of thermal conductivity, do not always yield satisfactory results [1] . Therefore, in order to devise a mathematical model, the most adequate to the real process, it is necessary to take into account dependence of thermal-physical parameters of materials on temperature, density of surface flows and intensity of internal heat sources, change in body shape and possible phase and structural transformations [2, 3] .
Literature review and problem statement
Determining thermal state of both uniform and non-uniform structures attracts attention of many researchers.
Paper [1] developed a mathematical model for calculating the quasi-stationary temperature field in solid cylinder of rotation from composite material with nonlinear boundary conditions, which took into account dependence of the thermal-physical parameters of materials on temperature. Analytic expressions obtained for determining temperature fields make it possible to select the composition of composite materials for the parts of cylindrical type for a purpose to extend their operational lifecycle.
One-dimensional (flat, cylindrical-symmetric and spherically-symmetric) nonlinear problems on thermal conductivity for a given heat flux in the origin of coordinates in the form of a power function dependent on time were explored. Approximate solutions were obtained for the indicated problems with their convergence analyzed [2] .
Analytical-numerical solution for a nonlinear problem on thermal conductivity using the integral method of thermal balance was found [3] . In order to improve the accuracy of solution, temperature function is approximated by the polynomials of high degrees. To determine coefficients of polynomials, additional boundary conditions are introduced. It is demonstrated that such an approach as early as in the second approximation leads to a significant improvement in the accuracy of solving a problem.
In paper [4] , analytical-numerical solution for a non-stationary problem on thermal conductivity for a hollow ball was received, the thermal-physical parameters of whose material are dependent on temperature. In a particular case, a solution for a solid ball was obtained.
A variation approach was employed for the development of a nonlinear mathematical model for the thermal conductivity process for a two-dimensional medium with a thin inclusion. For the linearization of the stated problem, they applied a Newton-Raphson method. Discretization by the time variable was performed by the intermediate point method [5] .
Article [6] solved a non-stationary problem on thermal conductivity and thermoelasticity for functional-gradient thick-wall spheres. Thermal-physical and thermoelastic parameters of materials, except for Poisson coefficient, are arbitrary functions of the radial coordinate.
Axisymmetric stationary problem on thermal conductivity and thermoelasticity of the hollow functionally gradient areas relative to the heat source was considered. The solutions are obtained as functions from spatial coordinates for temperature, the displacement component vector and stress tensor by using boundary conditions for radial and angular coordinates [7] .
An overview of basic literary sources that address development and research into mathematical models for the thermal conductivity process demonstrated that the models, which remain insufficiently examined and underdeveloped, are those that would consider the piecewise uniform structure design and their thermal sensitivity (dependence of thermal-physical parameters on temperature). Since the structures are exposed to temperature influences, then, in certain intervals of temperatures, an impact of thermal sensitivity on the results of calculation of temperature fields manifests itself vividly. This leads to the development of nonlinear models for the process of thermal conductivity and for their analysis, because the solutions of boundary problems that correspond to these models are more accurate than the solutions for the corresponding linear boundary problems. Calculations of temperature fields in such systems are used subsequently for designing electronic devices to provide for their thermal stability. The accuracy of these calculations will affect effectiveness of the methods that will be employed in this case.
The aim and tasks of the study
The aim of present work is to create linear and nonlinear mathematical models for the process of thermal conductivity for the elements of complex electronic systems, which are described by an isotropic layer and a piecewise uniform layer with a through-inclusion, which are heated by concentrated heat flow in the local area of their boundary surfaces.
To achieve the set aim, the following tasks are to be solved:
-to obtain original equations of thermal conductivity with discontinuous and singular coefficients and boundary conditions and their analytical-numerical solutions, which would allow expressing thermal field in arbitrary point of structure "layer -inclusion" and "piecewise uniform layerinclusion"; -using the introduced linearizing functions, to linearize original nonlinear boundary problems on thermal conductivity, to obtain relations to determine these functions and, for a linear-variable coefficient of thermal conductivity, to receive calculation formulas that express thermal field in arbitrary point of the thermosensitive structures "layer -inclusion" and "piecewise uniform layer -inclusion".
Basic results of examining the process of thermal conductivity for piecewise uniform elements of electronic systems
Let us state the boundary linear and nonlinear problems on thermal conductivity, present a technique for solving them and obtain analytical-numerical solutions that determine thermal field in the elements of electronic systems, which are geometrically described by a layer and a piecewise uniform layer with a through inclusion of cylindrical shape.
1. Isotropic layer with a through inclusion
Object of study and its mathematical model. Let us consider a layer, isotropic relative to thermal parameters, that contains a foreign through cylindrical inclusion with radius R, assigned to cylindrical coordinate system (Orφz) with the origin in the center of inclusion. In region for r=R (0 -for inclusion, 1 -for layer) (Fig. 1) .
Fig. 1. Isotropic layer with a through inclusion
In the given structure, it is necessary to define temperature axisymmetric distribution t(r, z) by spatial coordinates, which we obtain upon solving the equation of thermal conductivity [8, 9] ( ) ( )
with boundary conditions c r t t ,
where
is the coefficient of thermal conductivity of a non-uniform layer; λ 1 , λ 0 are the coefficients of thermal conductivity of materials of layer and inclusion, respectively; t c is the ambient temperature ( )
asymmetric single functions [10] . Let us introduce function [11] ( ) ( )
and differentiate it by variable r, with regard to the expression of coefficient of thermal conductivity λ(r) (3). As a result, we obtain:
Here ( ) ( ) c r,z t r,z t q = − is the excess temperature;
is the asymmetrical Dirac delta functions [10] . Substituting expression (5) in relation (1), we arrive at a differential equation with partial derivatives with singular coefficients
where 2 2 1 (r ) r r r z
is the Laplace operator in cylindrical coordinate system. Therefore, the required thermal field in the indicated system is entirely determined by equation (6) with boundary conditions (2) .
Analytical-numerical solution. We approximate function t(R, z) by variable z (Fig. 2) by expression [11, 12] ( ) ( )
where z i ϵ(-l; l); z 1 ≤z 2 ≤…≤z n ; n is the number of partitions of interval (-l; l); i t (i 1, n) = are the unknown approximated temperature values.
Fig. 2. Approximation of function t(R, z) by z coordinate
Substituting expression (7) in equation (6), we shall obtain:
Using the integral Hankel transform by coordinate r to equation (8) and boundary conditions (2), taking into consideration relation (4), we arrive at the ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients
and boundary conditions 
Applying the inverse integral Hankel transform to relationship (11), we shall receive
Unknown approximated values i (i 1,n) q = of the excess temperature will be found by resolving system n of linear algebraic equations obtained from expression (12) . Therefore, the desired thermal field in the layer with a through cylindrical inclusion, induced by heat flow, concentrated on the boundary surface of the layer, expressed by formula (12) , from which we obtain temperature value in arbitrary point of the construction "layer -inclusion".
2. Isotropic piecewise uniform layer with a through inclusion
Object of study and its mathematical model. Let us consider a piecewise uniform layer, isotropic relative to the thermophysical parameters, which consists of n elements that differ in geometric and thermophysical parameters. The layer is related to cylindrical coordinate system (Orφz) with the origin in one of its boundary surfaces and contains a through foreign inclusion with radius R. At the conjugation surfaces
there is an ideal thermal contact i i 1 t t ,
for r=R (0 -for inclusion, i -for the i-th element of layer). In region
of layer, the system is heated by the concentrated heat flow whose surface density equals q 0 , and the other part of this surface of the layer and surface
are thermally insulated (Fig. 3 ). In the indicated structure, it is necessary to determine temperature distribution t(r, z) by spatial coordinates, which we obtain upon solving equation of thermal conductivity [8, 9] . 
coefficient of thermal conductivity of piecewise uniform layer; λ i , λ 0 are the coefficients of thermal conductivity of materials of the i-th element of the layer and inclusion, respectively;
Let us introduce function [11] ( ) ( )
and differentiate it by variables r and z, taking into account the expression for coefficient of thermal conductivity λ(r, z) (15) . As a result, we shall obtain:
Substituting expressions (17) in relationship (13), we arrive at a differential equations with partial derivatives with discontinuous and singular coefficients ( )
Analytical-numerical solution. We shall approximate function θ(R, z), θ(R, z i ) [11] in the form
where 
(l 1, p t), q = + i 1,n = are the unknown approximated value of temperature; r* is the value of radial coordinate, in which temperature t(r, z) is almost equal to t c .
Substituting expressions (19) in equation (18), we shall obtain: Unknown approximated temperature values
will be found by solving system n(m+p+t) of linear algebraic equations, obtained from expression (24). Therefore, the desired thermal field in a piecewise uniform layer with a through inclusion of cylindrical shape is caused by the heat flow, concentrated at the boundary surface of the layer, expressed by formula (24), from which we obtain the value of temperature in arbitrary point of the structure "piecewise uniform layerinclusion".
3. Thermosensitive isotropic layer with a through inclusion
Object of study and its mathematical model. Let us consider a thermosensitive (thermophysical parameters depend on temperature) isotropic layer, relative to the thermophysical parameters, with a through inclusion of cylindrical shape (Fig. 1) . With regard to thermal sensitivity of the system at the boundary surface of inclusion for r=R. Axisymmetric distribution of temperature t(r, z) by spatial coordinates, taking into account thermal sensitivity, we shall obtain upon solving a nonlinear equation of thermal conductivity [8, 9] 1 t [r (r,t) ] r r r t (r,t) 0 z z We shall introduce a linearizing function [13, 14] t(r,z) t(r,z)
upon differentiating which by variables r and z, we shall obtain
Taking into consideration (28), the original equation (25) takes the following form:
Boundary conditions (26), using ratio (27), will be written down as:
Linearizing function (27) allowed us to reduce a non-linear boundary problem (25), (26) to partially linearized equation (29) with discontinuous coefficients with boundary conditions (30), (31).
Analytical-numerical solution. We approximate function t(R,z) by variable z (Fig. 2) by expression (7) and we shall substitute it in relation (29). As a result, we shall obtain a linear differential equation with partial derivatives relative to the linearizing function (27) ( ) ( )
with boundary condition 0 z l q S (R r). z
Applying the integral Hankel transform by coordinate r to equation (32) and boundary conditions (33), we obtain an ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients
with boundary conditions 
Substituting the expressions of temperature dependence of coefficient of thermal conductivity of the material of layer and inclusion in relations (27), (36), we obtain a system of nonlinear equations to determine the unknown approximating values of temperature i t (i 1, n). = The desired thermal field in the indicated structure will be determined using the resulting nonlinear equation with the help of relations (27), (36), after substituting in them specific expressions of the dependence of thermal conductivity coefficient of structural materials on temperature.
A partial example. To solve many practical problems, the following dependence of coefficient of thermal conductivity on temperature [15, 16] :
where 0 j j ,k λ is the reference and temperature coefficient of thermal conductivity of the materials for inclusion (j=0) and layer (j=1).
Taking into account relation (37), from expressions (27), (36) we shall obtain formulas for determining temperature t(r, z) in the region of inclusion
and in region 
by differentiating which by variables r and z, we shall obtain
With regard to expressions (42), original equation (25) will take the form: 
Temperature value t(r,0) will be found by formula (39) and t(R,z), 1 t(r,z ) by formula (51). Formulas (51)-(54) fully determine thermal field in the thermosensitive two-element layer with a through inclusion.
Application and analysis of results of examining the processes of thermal conductivity
We performed a numerical analysis of dimensionless temperature 
which is a particular case of relation (37). A spatial dependence was built of dimensionless temperature * t on the spatial dimensionless radial r*=r/R and axial z*=R/z coordinates for linear variable (Fig. 4) and stable ( ( ) (Fig. 5 ) coefficient of thermal conductivity of materials in the structure. We shall note that the maximum temperature is achieved in the region of action of the concentrated heat flow.
Obtained results for the chosen materials by the linear dependence of thermal conductivity coefficient on the temperature differ from the results obtained for a stable coefficient of thermal conductivity by 7 %. Fig. 6 , 7 illustrate a change in dimensionless temperature t* for a linearly variable thermal conductivity coefficient of materials in the structure depending on the dimensionless coordinates z* for r*=0 (Fig. 6 ) and r* for z*=0 (Fig. 7) . A behavior of the curves indicates conformity of the mathematical model with the actual physical process, because at surface K R of the inclusion we observe satisfying conditions for a perfect thermal contact (no temperature jump). The number of partitions n=10 of interval (-l; l) for the indicated thermal-physical (reference and temperature thermal conductivity coefficients for the materials of layer and inclusion) and geometric (radius and height of the inclusion, thickness of the layer) parameters of the structure allows us to perform calculations with accuracy ε=10 -6 .
Discussion of results of examining mathematical models of the thermal conductivity process
In the process of development and examination of linear and nonlinear mathematical models of the thermal conductivity process, we obtained analytical-numerical solutions of the corresponding linear boundary problems for the elements of electronic systems, which are geometrically described by the presented piecewise uniform structures.
We introduced linearizing functions, which made it possible to linearize nonlinear boundary problems for the r * elements of electronic systems, which are geometrically described by the thermosensitive piecewise uniform structures, and presented calculation formulas for determining temperature field in these structures for a linearly variable coefficient of thermal conductivity of their materials. Using the received analytical-numerical solutions for linear and nonlinear boundary problems for the presented piecewise uniform structures, we devised algorithms and developed, based on them, computing programs that allow us to obtain numerical values of the temperature distribution and to analyze the structures for their thermostability. In future, geometrical structure of the elements of electronic devices will get complicated and, accordingly, the approaches toward studying linear and nonlinear models for the thermal conductivity process will improve while the new ones will be devised.
The methods presented make it possible to solve boundary problems of mathematical physics, which correspond to the linear and nonlinear models of the thermal conductivity process, not only for the elements of electronic systems, but for any objects that have a piecewise uniform structure (layered and with foreign inclusions).
The results obtained were practically implemented in electronic systems, but it is possible to use them in other applied areas. Thus, in modern materials science they develop new materials with improved properties while microelectronics, radio electronics widely apply layered film structures that are exposed to heating in the process of their operation. Overheating may lead to the destruction of individual parts and even entire systems. That is why information on the temperature modes in the media with non-uniform structure is important. In this regard, we report approaches to solving this problem for the examined objects.
Conclusions
1. We developed linear and non-linear mathematical models for the thermal conductivity process in complex electronic systems that are geometrically described by a layer and piecewise uniform layer with a through inclusion and obtained analytical-numerical solutions for the corresponding boundary problems.
2. Using the obtained analytical-numerical solutions for boundary problems on thermal conductivity, we devised algorithms and computing programs of their numerical realization for the analysis of temperature modes in the structural elements with piecewise-uniform structure in the devices of modern electronic equipment. Results of analysis of temperature modes allow us to predict operating modes of electronic systems, to identify the unknown parameters and improve temperature resistance, which increases their operating lifecycle.
